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 Everything You Are  by Lindsay Pagano

F = [133211]
C = [335553]
Dm = [557765]
Bb = [688766]
Dm7 = [557565]
Am7 = [575555]
G = [355433]
D = [557775]
Em = [022000]
A= [577655]

Intro:  All I need, is everything you are... (no instruments)
          F - C - Dm - Bb
          F - C - Dm

Verse 1: Play every chord twice, kindda fast, and then stop, ginvin  a silence
between the 
different chords  (listen to the song!)

Dm7
Love can be complicated, Too often mistranslated
Am7
One word for all dynamics, Leads to problematic
Dm7
Emotions and affections, Feelings in all directions
Am7		           C
Sometimes a simple action, Creates satisfaction

Pre-chorus:
Bb
And as long as you are mine
	   C
I ll take the time, to let you know what feel,  cause

CHORUS:
 F   C    Dm         Bb		 F
All I need , Is everything you are,
C        Dm            Bb
Complete,     And if you ever



 F      C          Dm         Bb
Fall, I ll be here, Standing in the 
 F      C             Dm 
shadow of my heart

Verse2 (Same verse1):

Cherish is lost to chatter
Mind games over matter
I m not looking for suggestions
More answers, with questions
I speak in hugs and kisses
 Cause true love never misses
I will lead or follow
To be with you tomorrow

Bb
And as long as you are mine
	   C
I ll take the time, to let you know what feel,  cause

CHORUS:
 F      C             Dm                 Bb
All I need , Is everything you are,
 F      C             Dm               Bb
Complete,     And if you ever
 F      C          Dm         Bb
Fall, I ll be here, Standing in the 
 F      C             Dm 
shadow of my heart

Bridge:
Dm 			                  A
    There s nothing you could ever say, boy, 
to make me wanna walk away
Bb		             
And as long as you are mine
              C
I will remind myself, That this love is real

Oh, oh, come on...
(there s some voices with some kind of piano here.. figure it out)

FINAL CHORUS X2
 G   D   Em          C                 G
All I need , Is everything you are,
 D      Em             C               
Complete,     And if you ever
 G      D        Em         C



Fall, I ll be here, Standing in the 
 G      D             Em     C 
shadow of my heart
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